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Abstract7

The MACS experiment performed at PSI in the 1990s provided an yet unchallenged8

upper bound on the probability for a spontaneous conversion of the muonium atom,9

M =(µ+e−), into its antiatom, antimuonium M =(µ−e+). It comprises the culmination of10

a series of measurements at various accelerator laboratories worldwide. The experimen-11

tal limits on the process have provided input and steering for the further development12

of a variety of theoretical models beyond the standard theory, in particular for mod-13

els which address lepton number violating processes and matter-antimatter oscillations.14

Several models beyond the standard theory could be strongly disfavored. There is inter-15

est in a new measurement and improved sensitivity could be reached by exploiting the16

time evolution of the conversion process, e.g., at intense pulsed muonium sources.17

9.1 Introduction18

The bound state of a positive muon (µ+) and an electron (e−) is an exotic atom which has been19

named muonium (M) by V. Telegdi. This exotic atom was first produced and observed by V.W.20

Hughes and collaborators in 1960 [1]. It is well suited for precision experiments as it consists21

of two point-like leptons of different masses that belong to two different particle generations.22

The constituents of the M atom experience a rather long interaction time, which ultimately is23

limited by the muon lifetime τµ = 2.2 µs [2]. The M atom has been employed for series of24

precision measurements. The results can be used to make precise tests of theory, in particular25

Quantum Electrodynamics. Due to the absence of direct strong interactions between the two26

constituents, the properties of M can be calculated within the Standard Model (SM) to very27

high accuracy. Precise experiments yield accurate values of different fundamental constants28

such as the muon mass mµ and the electromagnetic fine structure constant α. Further, tests of29

fundamental symmetries, among which are lepton universality and the equality of the muon30

and electron electric charges, qe/qµ, can be conducted, and scrutiny of lepton family number31

conservation is enabled [3].32

Spontaneous conversion of muonium M into antimuonium M would violate additive lepton33

family (generation) number conservation by two units. Like other processes such as µ→ eγ,34

µ→ eee, µ+ Z→ e+ Z and the decay mode µ+ → e+ + νµ + νe [2], M-M conversion is not35

allowed in the Standard Model. Charged leptons appear to observe lepton family number.36

There is no guidance from theory as to which of these various rare decay modes beyond the37

SM would be more favored by nature. Therefore searches for all of them are well motivated. A38

series of experiments searching for M-M conversion with ever increasing sensitivity was started39

in the mid 1960s. They yielded various strong limits on speculative theories [4], such as left-40

right symmetry, supersymmetry, 3-1-1 models and others (Figure 9.1). Numerous theoretical41
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Figure 9.1: M-M conversion for various scenarios beyond the Standard Model. (a)
Doubly charged Higgs bosons∆++, (b) heavy Majorana neutrinos, (c) neutral scalars
ΦN , , or(d) a bileptonic gauge boson X++ could mediate the process (from [4]).

models have been proposed over the past decades [5–8], where lepton family number violation42

is a natural feature and where M-M conversion is an essential part.43

Oscillations in the lepton sector between neutrinos of different flavors have been observed and44

are the subject of ongoing precision experiments [9] in a very active field. K0-K0 and B0-B045

oscillations are well established in the quark sector [2]. The K0 particle consists of two quarks46

from the 1st and the 2nd quark generations, i.e., it is the quark analogue of M, which consists47

of charged leptons from the 1st and 2nd lepton generations. Non-observation of spontaneous48

conversion of M into M (or even oscillations between particle and antiparticle) makes it an49

intriguing puzzle waiting for explanation.50

Historically the M-M conversion process has been described via effective four fermion in-51

teraction with a coupling constant GMM, which can be compared to the Fermi coupling constant52

GF in weak interactions [10]. For a system starting as an M atom at time t = 0, we have at a53

later time t the probability54

PMM(t) =
�δt

2ħh

�2
· exp
�

−
t
τµ

�

(9.1)

to observe it as M, where55

δ =
8GFp

2n2πa3
0

GMM

GF
(9.2)

with a0 the M Bohr radius and n the atomic state principal quantum number. Integrating (9.1)56

over all times yields57

PMM = 2.56 · 10−5 GMM

GF
. (9.3)

In external magnetic fields the degeneracy of energy levels in M and M is lifted and hence58

the conversion probability PMM is reduced [11, 12]. At a magnetic field strength of 1 kG the59

probability is reduced to ≈ 35% its value at 0 kG.60

Collisions of M atoms in gases or condensed matter lead to further substantial suppression61

of PMM, which can be orders of magnitude depending on the material density. The first search62

for M-M conversion at the NEVIS cyclotron was performed in 1 atm Ar gas, where M can be63

produced efficiently. Thus the experiment established a rather high limit of GMM < 5800GF64

[13]. Substantial progress was made after the discovery that M produced inside SiO2 powder65

grains can emerge into a surrounding vacuum [14]. This discovery started a number of new66

and successful experiments (for more details see e.g. [15]).67
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9.2 The PSI M-M Experiment68

The latest and most precise experiment was conducted with MACS, the Muonium Antimuo-69

nium Conversion Spectrometer at PSI. Data were taken at the PSI beamlines πE3 and πE5 [4].70

In the course of 1730 h data taking M atoms were produced in a SiO2 powder target from which71

they emerged with an efficiency of several per cent of the stopped muons into vacuum. A µ+72

beam momentum of order 21 MeV/c and a very narrow momentum bite of order 1 %, was73

essential for this rather high yield so that the µ+ could be efficiently stopped near the sur-74

face of a fluffy SiO2 powder target. In total the decay of 5.6(2) · 1010 M atoms in vacuo were75

monitored. This permitted the establishment of a limit on the probability for M-M conversion76

of PMM ≤ 8.3(3) · 10−11 (90% C.L.). This is a substantial improvement over previous other77

projects [2].78

Figure 9.2: The MACS setup consists of the refurbished SINDRUM I magnetic spec-
trometer for detection of Michel e+/e− from µ+/µ−-decay combined with a trans-
port and imaging system for atomic shell e−/e+. The detector comprises maximum
symmetry for the detection of M and M. Switching between M-mode for monitor-
ing M-production and M-search-mode was achieved by reversing the magnetic field
directions and changing the 10 keV extraction voltage polarity for the atomic shell
particle remaining after M/M-decay. The spectrometer consists of five cylindrical
wire chambers and a hodoscope for timing. The axial magnetic field in the transport
system provided for axial confinement and retracing of the position information from
a microchannel plate (MCP) detector to obtain the decay vertex with 8.0(4)mm res-
olution. Further background suppression in M-mode is provided by an electrostatic
separator and a collimator in the transport system as well as e+ identification via
annihilation γ s in CsI crystals near the MCP.

The MACS (Figure 9.2) design manifests the strong symmetry in the detection signatures79

for M and M. The signature used for constant monitoring of M production rates provided for80

crucial calibration information of all parts of the detector with good accuracy. Monitoring the81

M yield every≈ 5 h for≈15 min proved indispensable as the SiO2 targets deteriorated within a82
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Figure 9.3: Dominant physical background observed in 440 h of running when re-
laxing the stringent coincidence requirements. (a) Bhabha scattering of Michel e+

electrons in the support structure. (b) A small fraction of phase space for allowed
µ → 3e2ν decay results in e+/e− pairs detected by the magnetic spectrometer co-
incident with a low energy e+ within the acceptance of the detector. The expected
arrival time for a e+ from M-decay is 78.1(1)ns.

week. Targets were replaced once the yield had dropped by 50%. MACS has an acceptance of83

0.71 sr for the detection of the Michel e+/e− and 4π extraction of the atomic shell e−/e+. The84

high energy decay e−/e+ are detected in the cylindrical magnetic spectrometer (SINDRUM I)85

operated at B= 1kG magnetic field. The magnetic spectrometer consisted of 5 proportional86

wire chambers equipped with cathode strip readout and a plastic scintillator hodoscope for87

timing purposes. SINDRUM I had been refurbished with a new electronic hardware pipeline88

system for the wire chambers which had 100 MHz clock rate and 256 cycle pipeline depth.89

The e+/e− from µ+/µ−-decays have a continuous energy (Michel) spectrum with energies up90

to E= 1/2 ·mµ ·c2= 53 MeV. The momentum resolution for positrons at the highest energy has91

been determined to be 54(2)% in the spectrometer. This value was dominated by the 2 mm92

spacing between wires in the cylindrical wire chambers.93

M (M) atom decays were identified through a coincidence signature between high energy94

e+ (e−) from muon decay in the magnetic spectrometer, and the low energy atomic shell e−95

(e+) which was transported and detected at the MCP/CsI detector. The low energy particles96

had average kinetic energies equaling the M (M) atomic binding energy Eb = 13.6eV . The97

intrinsic 16(2)% efficiency of the MCP for 10 keV e− (e+) was enhanced 4-fold by a MgO98

coated C foil a few mm in front of it [16]. The pipeline readout system enabled an efficient99

readout after a trigger from the full coincidence. This resulted in a readout rate in M search100

mode of order a few s−1 for muon beam intensities of order 107 s−1. The clean coincidence101

signature resulted in the suppression of the accidental combinatoric background to about 1102

for the total collected statistics. The main limitation for further data collection arises from103

allowed physical processes. These are presented in Figure 9.3 which display sample time-of-104

flight (TOF) spectra of possible background as it arises from Bhabha scattering and the low105

energy tail of the decay µ→ 3e2ν.106

The M-M experiment collected data in three stages. Between these stages several sub-107
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Figure 9.4: The distribution of the distance of closest approach Rdcad between a trace
from a particle registered in the magnetic spectrometer and the back-projected posi-
tion on the MCP as a function of the TOF for the atomic shell particle as measured for
M atoms (left). The data recorded in the final data-taking period of 1290h searching
for M (right).

stantial upgrades were implemented. In particular using a cathode strip readout of the wire108

chambers proved essential since it improved the 3D reconstruction of the vertex between the109

Michel particle and the low energy atomic shell particle detected on the position sensitive110

MCP detector. Data were recorded for a total of 1730h in the overall experiment. One can-111

didate event survived the analysis with stringent cuts on the reconstructed vertex, TOF and112

required 511 keV γ-detection for positron identification (Figure 9.4). The resulting limit on113

PMM corresponds to an upper limit on the coupling constant in an effective 4 fermion coupling114

of GMM < 3.0 · 10−3 GF. The experiment was limited in its sensitivity by physical background115

in the acceptance of the detector.116

9.3 Conclusions117

M-M conversion is of great interest and new experiments with improved apparatus exploit-118

ing the time dependence of the conversion process could reach substantially more stringent119

bounds [15]. In the recent years the upper limit established in the MACS experiment has been120

exploited to disfavor single flavor-violating axion-like particle (ALP) based explanations for121

anomalies observed in electron and muon g-2 measurements [6]. Improved future M-M ex-122

periments can probe a similar parameter space as experiments at a future lepton collider which123

are searching for charged lepton flavor violation via, e.g., on-shell production of bileptons [7].124

In view of this a new M-M would be very well motivated.125

Since the MACS experiment reached its possible sensitivity limit, an improved concept and126

a refined setup are required to establish tighter bounds. At a pulsed muon source one can ben-127

efit from exploiting the time evolution of the conversion process [15]. All muon decay related128

background decreases on a time scale given by the µ+ lifetime. For an n-fold coincidence129

signature this background drops significantly with exp(−n · t
τµ
). The probability of finding130

M grows in time to a maximum at 2τµ (see Figure 9.5). Thus the ratio of M to M decays131

grows with t2. In case of a multiple coincidence, as in MACS, this implies that the potential132

M signal/background increased. Therefore a new experiment should be considered, e.g., in133

connection with the muon source of a muon collider, provided high muon beam quality, i.e. a134

narrow µ+ momentum band at subsurface µ+ momentum. We note that for such an improved135

experiment beam repetition rates of up to several 10 kHz with µ+ bunches of up to≈ µs length136

would be ideal.137

With a new experiment, from the viewpoint of signal to background ratio, an improved value138
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Figure 9.5: The probability for observing an M decay increases with time and reaches
a maximum at about 2τµ. In particular he ratio of M to µ+-decays increases further
with time. Therefore an enhanced signal to background ratio could be expected from
experiments in which the time from M formation and the subsequent M- or M-decay
can recorded [15]. This would favor future experiments at intense future pulsed
muon sources [17].

for GMM by at least 2 orders of magnitude should be possible, i.e., 4 orders of magnitude in139

the conversion probability. At such sensitivity there would be strong constraints for the devel-140

opment of models beyond standard theory [5–8].141
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